December 2020

All your holiday gifting – faster, safer and easier!
This year there’s even less reason to face mall crowds, holiday lineups and frustrating
traffic jams. Over the last eight months so many shoppers have discovered the convenience
of online ordering and direct home delivery. There are more reasons than ever before to wrap
up all your holiday gifting from the comfort of your favorite couch. Want some inspiration?
Here’s our very own giftlist of the most-wished-for holiday rewards….

Apple Watch Series 6 GPS,
40mm Gold Aluminum Case with
Pink Sand Sport Band
The very latest Apple Watch Series 6 is here, with an allnew blood oxygen sensor, ECG app, a 2.5 times brighter
always-on screen and even faster performance. It’s the
ideal health and wellness companion for anyone who
wants a more active lifestyle. The Apple Watch now
also includes sleep tracking, a handwashing timer, new
workout types, fun watch faces, compass and altimeter.
It’s even water resistant to 50 meters.

NuWave Brio 3qt Digital Air Fryer
This NuWave Brio Air Fryer lets you enjoy the flavour of
fried foods, without all the unhealthy oils. Its digital LED
controls and 6 presets make it easy to cook french fries,
nuggets, steak, chicken or fish. It can preheat and reheat
foods, and has a low temperature mode to help you
dehydrate fruit and vegetables for delicious snacks. This
popular air fryer is safe to use and easy to clean in the
dishwasher, and includes recipes and a Quick Start guide.

iRobot Roomba 675 Robot Vacuum
Clean your floors without any effort. This wi-fi connected
Roomba 675 robot vacuum uses a patented 3-stage
cleaning system with dual multi-surface brushes, a
specially designed edge-sweeping brush, and vacuum
suction to clean everything from small particles to large
debris right off your floor. The smart iRobot HOME App
lets you schedule and start cleaning even when away
from home, and is compatible with Amazon Alexa and
the Google Assistant.

Ring Video Doorbell (2020 Release)
Quickly upgrade your peace of mind with this affordable
and easy to install video doorbell. It’s the smart way to
keep an eye on your home. It features two-way talk and
crisp 1080p HD video streamed right to your phone —
so you can see, hear and talk to visitors. There’s both
hardwired or battery powered options for wire-free
installation. The Ring doorbell also includes motion
detection, privacy zones, night vision and a 30-day trial
of cloud storage.

Ember 10 oz. Temperature Control Mug
The humble coffee mug just got a whole lot smarter.
Designed for home or office (or home-office!) , the Ember
Mug and its companion iPhone or Apple Watch app
allows you to set a precise drinking temperature for hot
beverages, track caffeine consumption, save presets for
favorite drinks, customize the LED color, and more.
Ember also maintains your chosen temperature for up to
1.5 hours, so your hot beverage stays perfect from the first
sip to the last drop. It’s the perfect gift for tea and coffee
lovers anywhere.

Cabela’s Standard Fly Tying Tool Kit
This beautiful fly fishing kit is a true gift for the angler
who likes to tie at streamside to ‘match the hatch’, and
hook the big one. Each tool is constructed of highquality brass. Your kit includes precision scissors, bobbin,
bodkin, hackle pliers, whip finisher, dubbing twister
and a bobbin threader. A built-in pedestal vise will hold
hooks down to a size 24. Everything fits into a small
8”x5”x1.5” lined wooden box for travel and storage.
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